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Software description:DRPU Barcode Label Maker Software is a software that allows you to generateprofessional and customized barcode labels. It gives you the flexibility to meet your most
demanding labeling needs. With Barcode Label Maker, a few quick mouse clicks all it takes to combine bar codes, text, shapes and graphics into professional quality labels.Fully support all
major barcode font standard including Code 39, Code11, Codabar, Interleaved 2 of 5, Code93, MSI Plessey, Code 128 SET A, Code 128 SET B, Code 128 SET C, Postnet and Planet Standard
barcode to generate barcode labels and stickers according to the users specific need and requirement. The advance feature of the barcode label generator software support bulk barcode

series generation in the easiest way. Today most of us have a need of label maker software that allows us to easily create customized labels and stickers. And DRPU Barcode Label Maker is
one of them. The program is created by Droppix and it is very easy to use. DRPU Barcode Label Maker is a professional and easy-to-use label creation software. It enables you to create and

print numerous custom designed labels and stickers. DRPU Barcode Label Maker can create labels in many different colors, patterns, texts, graphics and images. The program includes
wizards for the most common tasks, and the control panel contains all the options you can find in the other settings of the program. Droppix Label Maker is Freeware. It includes English,

Portuguese and Spanish interfaces. With Droppix Label Maker you can easily create all sorts of labels for your disks, no matter what their content is. The program contains a handful of ready-
made templates which you can apply to data, video, audio or any other general project, though you also have the possibility to create labels from scratch.
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droppix label maker comes with a lot of
useful features. for example, you can
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label your cds with pictures, images,
barcodes, text snippets, with the images
you insert on your disk being the "print
screen" of the image. you can also add
short video clips and songs from your
playlist to your labels. droppix label

maker is a powerful and easy-to-use tool
that you can use to create custom cd

labels. you can create a custom label with
music, images, barcodes or even a

combination of the above, write the label
text and enter the text in the label using
the rich text editor. once you are done
designing the label, simply press the

"burn" button. we work closely with the
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developers of the packages that we
provide and we constantly upgrade all our

software to the latest versions. that is
why we guarantee that you always get
the latest version of drpu barcode label
maker software, so you always get the

most updated tools that are available. you
can paste an image in the image field,
and you can specify its size, its position
and its color. once the label is finished,
you can print it out to cd, dvd or other
media. you can choose from several

different templates, and apply them to all
disks, or save them to your own

customized template library for future
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use. this application helps you create a
label using an image. you can paste an
image in the image field, and you can

specify its size, its position and its color.
once the label is finished, you can print it

out to cd, dvd or other media. you can
choose from several different templates,
and apply them to all disks, or save them
to your own customized template library

for future use. 5ec8ef588b
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